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hills, past Kasr Kharana, south of C and the blue pools of
Azrak, across the plain to D, over the D mud flats and
into the basalt country. The sun was getting low and
flooding the desert with a warm orange light, and the
track was terribly difficult to see* Before F I lost it and
circled* Meanwhile Saundby passed me. He wire-
lessed saying he thought we could just make H before
sundown, but Roche advised landing at F, so I signalled
I was going to do so. I did not land on the mud flat,
as Roche said it might be wet, but just on the edge, where
the "F" is ploughed. I landed all right, but nearly ran
into a bad basalt boulder heap. Saundby followed,
struck a bad boulder with his tailskid (which I had missed
by a fluke) and smashed the skid. I taxied " Valkyrie"
round and drew up by "Morpheus." The red sun had
dipped below the horizon and I saw almost the most
vivid colouring I have ever seen. To the west there was a
line of rugged basalt hills, quite low, and vivid orchid
purple. The sky was alight with pale flame greens
and blues, but a hundred times brighter was a little
ribbon of flame-red cloud, illumined by the departed
sun. It was the most intense and palpitating colour,
and I could hardly believe my eyes. Just by us was the
great mud flat, and beyond it rose a flat-topped gaunt
basalt hill, with gentle slopes, steepening towards the
hard bare top.
We cooked our supper, during which my Primus
stove, the one I bought for our expedition to the Wyre
Forest, did yeoman service. The crews repaired the tail-
skid, working by little electric lamps long after the stars
had come out and the moon was shining brightly. I
had the cargo of pigs in their crates, six pigs, two in each
of the three crates, unloaded and placed by the aero*

